Remove ford fuel filter

Last Updated: March 29, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors
and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 18 references
cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed ,
times. Learn more Changing the fuel filter is a part of regular maintenance. Keeping your fuel
system properly maintained by changing the fuel filter prolongs the life of the fuel pump. Dirt in
the fuel is captured by the filter which clogs over time, causing it to operate less efficiently. The
clogged filter reduces fuel pressure and volume in the fuel system. If your vehicle is losing
power, it could be a sign of a clogged fuel filter. Note: This guide applies to gasoline engine
vehicles only. The fuel filters in diesel cars and trucks are usually much larger, and the whole
fuel system is much more complex. Diesel engine fuel systems are also under a lot more
pressure, with modern common rail systems producing over bar of pressure. Accidentally
releasing such high pressure could result in injury. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give
you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's
keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public health and
economic crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to
changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to
create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of
instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a
contribution to wikiHow today. Then, use a flathead screwdriver to pop out the plastic clips
holding the fuel filter in place. Next, slide the fuel lines away from the filter so you can take them
off the nozzles on either end. You can then slide the old fuel filter out of its bracket. To put a
new fuel filter in, just slide it into the bracket, reattach the fuel lines, and replace the plastic
clips holding the filter in position. Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like
you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login
does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using
our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article parts. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of In order
to relieve the pressure in your fuel system, you will need to run the vehicle without the fuel
pump functioning for a short time. In order to prevent the fuel pump from turning on with the
engine, you will need to locate the fuse box that contains the fuel pump fuse. Most vehicles
have a fuse box both in the interior of the car as well as under the hood. The fuse for the fuel
pump is often in the fuse box locating in the interior of the vehicle. Remove the fuse for the fuel
pump. Use a pair of needle nose pliers or plastic tweezers to remove the fuse. There is still fuel
and pressure in the fuel lines running from the rear to the front of the vehicle. Ensure the
vehicle is not in gear. Although the engine will not be receiving a fresh supply of fuel from the
gas tank, there will be enough fuel left in the lines for it to start and run briefly. Make sure
automatic vehicles are in park and vehicles equipped with a standard transmission are in
neutral with the parking brake engaged. Be sure the parking brake is engaged if you are in a
standard vehicle. The parking brake is optional but advised for automatics. Start the engine.
Insert the key into the ignition and turn it to start the motor just as you would any other time.
The engine should start easily as it expends the fuel remaining in the fuel system past the fuel
pump. If the engine dies, the fuel pressure will be sufficiently relieved. Allow the engine to run
for a minute before shutting it off. Depending on the fuel system in your vehicle and its average
fuel consumption, the amount of time it will run without a functioning fuel pump can vary
greatly. It does not need to run until it dies, however. Instead just allow it to run for a minute or
two before turning the key back to off. Allowing the engine to run until it dies may make it
difficult to start it again. Re-insert the fuel pump fuse. With the pressure relieved from the fuel
system and the engine off, you can re-insert the fuse that powers the fuel pump. Place the cover
back on the fuse box and return any pieces of the trim you may have needed to remove to
access it. Do not start the engine again after inserting the fuel pump fuse. Part 2 of Disconnect
the battery. Now that there is no reason for the engine to be started again until the project is
complete, you should disconnect the negative terminal on the battery. Removing the cable from
the negative terminal will prevent the engine from being started while you work. You will need to
use a hand or socket wrench to loosen the nut holding the cable onto the negative terminal, but
you will not need to remove the nut completely. Locate the fuel filter. The most common
location for modern vehicles is along the fuel line on the bottom of the car, just past the fuel
pump. In some vehicles, the fuel filter is located in the engine bay on the line that leads to the
fuel rail. You may need to access the fuel filter from inside the cabin of some vehicles. Jack up
the car if necessary. If the fuel filter is located on the underside of your vehicle, you will need to

jack up the car to access it. Slide the jack under the car at one of its designated jack points,
then either pump or twist the handle to raise the vehicle depending on the style of jack. Never
rely on a jack to support the weight of a vehicle you are beneath while working. Place a bowl or
bucket beneath the fuel filter. Although you relieved the pressure in the fuel line, there may be a
bit of fuel left in the line that can spill out when disconnected from the fuel filter. Place a bowl or
bucket beneath the fuel filter to catch any fuel that drips or pours out. Gasoline should be held
in its own container until it can be dropped off to a recycling location. Be careful of using plastic
containers to hold gas, as it may eat through some kinds of plastic and cause a leak. Remove
the clips holding the fuel filter in place. Most fuel filters are held in place by two plastic clips.
Locate the clips on either side of the cylindrical fuel filter, then use a flat head screwdriver to
pop them out of the holes they are in. These clips may break as you remove them, so
purchasing replacement clips along with your fuel filter is advised. If you are able to remove
them without them breaking, they may be reused. You can purchase replacement fuel filter clips
at your local auto parts store. Remove the fuel lines from the filter. With the clips removed, slide
the fuel lines away from the filter to pop them off of the nozzles on either end. Make sure to tip
the fuel lines toward the bowl or bucket in place as you remove them to catch any spilled
gasoline. Do your best to avoid allowing any gas to pour out onto the ground. Slide the fuel
filter out of its bracket. The fuel filter is likely held in place by a metal bracket that wraps around
its outer housing. With the fuel lines disconnected, you can slide the fuel filter out of the bracket
by pushing it toward the front of the car. The fuel filter will have a slight bell shape, allowing it to
slide out in only one direction. Some fuel filters under the hood may he held in the bracket with
a bolt that will need to be removed to slide the filter out. Part 3 of Compare the new filter to the
old one. Before installing the new fuel filter, compare it to the one you just removed. Make sure
they appear to be the same outside diameter, that the nozzles are the same size, and that it will
fit into the bracket. Do not attempt to use a fuel filter for a different application in your vehicle,
as it may not be capable of allowing the appropriate volume of fuel to pass through it. Slide the
new fuel filter into the bracket. The new fuel filter should easily slide into its bracket. If you have
to force it, it is likely not the correct diameter. The fuel filter should stop when it is seated
properly, as it should only be able to slide all the way out in one direction. If you find yourself
pushing hard on the filter to make it fit, it is likely not the correct one. Fasten the fuel filter to the
fuel line. Slide the fuel lines onto the front and back of the filter the same way they were
attached to the old one. With the fuel line in place on the filter, slide the plastic clips through the
holes on the fuel line nozzle to secure the line in place on the fuel filter. Make sure the fuel lines
are snug on the nozzles of the fuel filter before sliding the clips into place. Lower the vehicle off
of the jack stands. Jack up the car to relieve the weight on the jack stands, then slide them out
from beneath the vehicle. Once the jack stands are clear, lower the vehicle to the ground by
either releasing the pressure in the jack or turning the jack handle counter-clockwise,
depending on your style of jack. Once the vehicle is safely on the ground, reconnect the battery
to complete the project. It could. If your fuel filter requires hose clamps to attach it to the fuel
lines, tightening them too much could restrict the flow of fuel and cause the engine to run
poorly. There are a number of other issues that may cause an engine to run rough, but if it
started after a recent fuel filter change you may have installed the incorrect fuel filter. Not
Helpful 1 Helpful 4. I have a Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royale with engine. Where is the fuel filter
located? This car has a quadra jet carb from the factory and the fuel filter can be found by
locating the fuel line going into the carb. Remove the fuel line, and there is a larger hex nut on
the carb the line went in. Simply remove the nut and the filter is right inside the carb. Not Helpful
0 Helpful 1. Most likely it is a torque converter lock up solenoid in the transmission. It is a very
common issue and is easily changed by dropping the transmission pan in most vehicles. Not
Helpful 0 Helpful 2. It really isn't a fuel filter, it's a fuel screen if it's in the tank. The fuel pump
would have to be pulled and the screen just snaps on the bottom. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 2. The
filter is an inline filter and can be found almost directly under the driver's side door underneath
the vehicle. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. It depends on the boat, most boat filters are just an inline
filter held on with two clamps. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 2. I wouldn't suggest it. The fuel you drain
out of that filter will contain a lot of loose dirt and particles that will only start to plug your new
filter up faster. If you don't have a manual or your manual doesn't tell you, then try look up a
service manual for your car online. Most auto part stores also sell service manuals. Not Helpful
3 Helpful 2. Try using a fuel injector treatment. They're fairly cheap and you just add it to a
nearly empty tank of gas, fill up half way, and then run it back to nearly empty. Should clean out
any clogs and whatnot allowing your vehicle to get better mileage. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. How
is air removed from ther fuel system when the filter is removed for servicing? Most of the time
air isn't needed to be removed from the lines and it only takes a few times of priming the pump
to remove the air. Most fuel injected cars if need be do have a bleeder valve located on the fuel

injection rail on the engine if all else fails. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 0. Unanswered Questions.
Where is the fuel filter on a Nissan Note? What does it mean if there's a burning smell when I
drive uphill and my car slows down? Where do I find the fuel filter on a Dodge Caravan? How do
I find the fuel filter on my vehicle? Include your email address to get a message when this
question is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube.
Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 9. About This Article. Co-authored by:.
Co-authors: Updated: March 29, Categories: Exhaust and Fuel Parts. In other languages
Italiano: Cambiare il Filtro del Carburante. Deutsch: Einen Kraftstofffilter austauschen. Thanks
to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Rated this article:. Did this article
help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Jacqueline Martinez Jul 14, Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to
receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Let's do this! Q: I enjoy your magazine, but I missed the memo about replacing my fuel
filter every 30, miles. To be honest, my C4 Corvette has over 90, miles on it and I have never
replaced the fuel filter and I think it has become restricted. While in the process of trying to
change out the fuel filter I noticed the filter and threaded fitting were rusty. I sprayed the fittings
with penetrating oil and I am using an open-end wrench on the fuel filter side and a tubing
wrench line wrench on the fuel line fitting side. I cannot get the line to come loose from the fuel
filter. However, I was able to remove the skin from my knuckles. I know parts are getting harder
and harder to get for C4 Corvettes so I do not want to damage the metal line or fitting so any
help or suggestions for this problem would be appreciated. A: I have seen many C4 Corvettes
and other vehicles with rust on the fuel filter near the threaded fitting, usually on the top side of
the filter. The air-conditioning condensation drain will sometimes drip on top of the filter
causing them to rust over time. One of the biggest frustrations when disassembling a part on a
vehicle is the dreaded seized hardware due to rust. Many times this leads to breaking the bolt
off or stripped hardware. There are several options when dealing with a rust problem. I am
going to cover the general removal of rusty hardware before we get into the C4 Corvette with
the stuck fuel filter. My dad would be so excited his tricks are actually being published. Since
you have already tried the penetrating oil method and bloodied your knuckles with no luck.
First, use some Brakleen to remove all the oils and contaminants from the component and use
compressed air to blow it dry. If you do not have compressed air let it dry naturally. The
penetrating oil will prevent the next step from doing its job. Water, in my experience, works
better on some rusty components than rust penetrants. After 15 minutes give the rusty nut or
fitting several sharp raps using a hammer and a flat punch, reapply water and let it sit for about
15 minutes. Try to loosen the component. This is an important step when attempting to loosen
any stubborn bolts. Strike the wrench to try and loosen the fastener. If the bolt becomes loose
but it is still tight try to rock the bolt. Slowly work the bolt or nut back and forth. Take your
wrench and loosen the fastener until you feel tension behind it. Then go back the other way
until you feel tension. As the bolt or nut becomes lose you want to spray some penetrating oil
on the component to help the process. Note: Do not let any of these products get on any
painted surface as they all will damage the paint. Spray the stuck hardware and let it sit. Then
again use the blunt impact force method and try to remove the stuck bolt or fitting. The
expansion and contraction that comes with heating and cooling can break a fastener loose from
rust. Repeat the heating and cooling process several times with the torch and water. When
using the heating and cooling method be sure to follow proper safety procedures. Do not use
this method near any fuel source, including fuel lines, painted surfaces, or near anything that
could cause an explosion or fire. If needed, when the bolt is hot you can apply paraffin wax to
help coat the threads of the bolt. Make sure the wax is able to run down into the threads.
Remember, too much heat can destroy the temper of a fastener so after heating any fasteners
they should be replaced. If none of these tricks worked, you may need to remove the fuel lines
to gain better access to the top stuck fitting. If the nut on the fuel line is becoming rounded off,
you may need to install the fuel line nut in the vice and try and remove what is left of the fuel
filter nut. By the way, make sure you are turning the fastener the correct way. Well, I hope this
helps you get some of those rusty fasteners out, if this works for you or you have some other
tricks let us know. Also, remove the fuel lines from the lower section by the fuel filter if these
components are not too rusty. Break the fuel filter off near the inlet and install what is remaining
of the fuel filter nut into a vice. We road-test four different Saginaw power steering boxes and
report on which one was best for autocross and which was best for street driving. The wiper
systems in Tri-Five Chevys are ugly and prone to problems. To fix these issues we install a
modern system from Raingear. A reader sends in a question about fixing the anti-lock brake
electrical system for Corvettes. James Beery details how to reset the window indexing feature

on '17 Corvettes after the battery dies. We replace the engine wiring harness and upgrade to a
Powermaster one-wire alternator on our Corvette project car. How To. Additional Tech. View Full
Gallery. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up.
Related Articles. We Test Four Different Ratio Saginaw Power Steering Boxes We road-test four
different Saginaw power steering boxes and report on which one was best for autocross and
which was best for street driving. Ditch the outdated wiper system in your Tri-Five Chevy and
upgrade to a better looking and functioning system! Fixing Anti-Lock Brake Electrical System
on Corvettes A reader sends in a question about fixing the anti-lock brake electrical system for
Corvettes. Corvette Wiring Gremlins Solved and Charging System Upgrade We replace the
engine wiring harness and upgrade to a Powermaster one-wire alternator on our Corvette
project car. One of the worst problems that can happen to your Ford Ranger is a bad fuel filter.
When the filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the
vehicle will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve
around the vehicle stalling out. Fuel filters have been making a rearward progression for the last
50 years, literally. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was in
the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure
meant that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer
left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These
fuel filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them means
getting under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old
your Ranger is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap.
Before taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble codes
saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue.
Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble
code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other
vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Ranger
is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not be the
place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or the
oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out is
going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad
fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high
pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the
same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel
pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump
sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right
after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel
pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Ford Ranger. Testing the
filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine
One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Ranger is difficult
to start. After carefully comparing almost 70 fuel filter removal tools, we think the best fuel filter
removal tool, that suit most people, is metioned as first option below. Our final set consists of
reliable products and we also worked hard to maintain variety within our picks for personal
choice. We considered a huge number of factors when choosing the best fuel filter removal
tools, from objective measures such as physical dimensions and design to subjective
considerations of look and feel. Though we have a variety of recommendations across various
styles, all of our picks satisfy criteria that suit most people, thereby reducing the confusion of
choice. While you may choose a fuel filter removal tool based on its appearance and ratings, we
looked for fuel filter removal tools that had simple, elegant designs â€” ones that would appeal
to most people â€” rather than models that adhered to specific aesthetic choices. Buy from
Amazon. Here, we present fuel filter removal tool that manages to win our hearts. This abn fuel
line disconnect scissor tool will save your day every day. Also, this is usually frustrating and it
is built for strength and longevity. Most importantly, the abn fuel filter removal tool offers a
strong grip for maximum torque. The Abn Fuel Filter Removal Tool is long-lasting, rigid and fits
well with your daily usage like a dream. The abn fuel filter removal tool is a family owned
company based out of south dakota. Finally, the abn fuel filter removal tool is compatible with

and newer gm vehicles, and newer ford vehicles, and some and newer mazda vehicles. Almost
all customers opine that the fuel filter removal tool takes a little strength but the plug will
release from the filter. And, a few strongly agree that the fuel filter removal tool is great tool for
quick replacement! Moreover, they say that this tool made fuel filter replacement on a ford f
extended cab, amd a ford f supercab, both with 4. In conclusion, many customers have used the
fuel filter removal tool for more than few months without any issues, and it shows no sign of
giving up. This 22pcs fuel air conditioning line disconnect kit is built tough and will go the
distance. The fuel filter removal tool is suitable for a wide variety of domestic and foreign
automotive. Finally, the visit the orion motor tech store fuel filter removal tool is made of
aluminum alloy and plastic steel, long lasting tools. Almost all buyers found that the fuel
filterremoval tool is great kit for the price! Also, they also found that the fuelfilter removal tool is
made of better quality materials. In addition, a few also found that the fuel filter removal tool
includes which piece is used for each purpose. And, this tool kit is worth the cost for the home
mechanic without dbout. In short, many have used the fuel filter removaltool for more than few
months without letup, and it shows no sign of giving up. Not everyone likes to purchase fuel
filter removal tool for their daily usage, but the Performance Tool Fuel Filter Removal Tool
would be an anomoly. This scissor fuel line disconnect makes replacing fuel filters quick and
easy. In short, with 4. Almost all customers opine that the fuel filter removal tool would take
over time and also it is something youll only use 1nce or 2ce to get the fuel filter off. And, they
also found that this wilmar tool is the correct size on both ends and will fit without any trouble.
The ares fuel filter removal tool is not intended for use with heater hoses. Relieve the pressure
in the fuel line before disconnecting it. These tools get under that locking mechanism and
release the inner lip. Lastly, the ares fuel filter removal tool. Most buyers quickly discovered that
the fuel filter removal tool looks nice kit. To allow for removal and replacement of the
connections on the in-line fuel filter. To sum up, with 4. Almost all buyers quickly discovered
that the fuel filterremoval tool is good for hard to reach placeslost 1 star for rough finish. We
looked at 5 other Fuel Filter Removal Tools. Powerbuilt Fuel Filter Removal Tool. Most buyers
opine that the fuel filter removaltool is made of aluminum and the rubber band helps hold it on
the line. They strongly agree that this fuel and transmission line disconnect tool works as it
should. Otc Fuel Filter Removal Tool. Almost all customers quickly discovered that the fuel filter
removal tool is that the tools are spring-loaded and durable, and they enclose the line to help
deflect spray. They strongly agree that the fuel filter removal tool need a reliable tool, they know
they can depend on otc tools to deliver. Almost all buyers opine that the fuel filter removal tool
is suitable for a wide variety of domestic and foreign automotive. A few also found that the fuel
filter removal tool is made from good strong materials. Most buyers agree that the fuel filter
removal tool fits every connector in your car. A few say that the fuel filter removal tool is great
value for the money. Hoypeyfiy Fuel Filter Removal Tool. Most customers found that the fuel
filter removal tool is easy to install, no installation instruction included. Ares Fuel Filter
Removal Tool. Discussion in ' 3rd Gen - - ' started by Swmpbgy1 , Oct 11, Log in or Sign up.
Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing
to our use of cookies. Learn More. Oct 11, at PM 1. I need to change the fuel filter on my 07 Expy
EL Several questions. Where is the fuel filter located? What is the tool I've read about that
makes it so easy to remove the filter and where can I buy one?? How do I relieve the fuel
pressure? If on the fuel rail, where is it located? Thanks in advance Oct 12, at AM 2. Oct 12, at
PM 3. Dec 2, at PM 4. Well I finally changed the filter, however, I did manage to break the primary
retaining clips on the outboard side of the filter. One was red and the other wasn't there, so I'm
not sure of the color. Called the dealership to get the clips Is this true?? If not, does anyone
have a part number for the clips??? Dec 2, at PM 5. Dec 3, at AM 6. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? One of the worst problems that can happen to your Ford F is a bad fuel filter. When
the filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle
will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the
vehicle stalling out. Fuel filters have been making a rearward progression for the last 50 years,
literally. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was in the era
of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure meant
that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer left
under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These fuel
filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them means getting
under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old your F
is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap. Before taking
anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble codes saved in it. The

engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue. Sometimes
when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble code as
well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other vehicular
issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the engine
may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a heck of
a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is running out
of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you are unsure,
check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P trouble codes
with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these symptoms. One of the
best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your F is difficult to start. If your
car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not be the place to start looking,
especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or the oxygen sensors. It could
certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a
bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging.
How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and
low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed
and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides
of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine
for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but
before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common
problems that can occur in the Ford F Testing the filter and pressure on each side of it are going
to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a
comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel
filter is going to be that the your F is difficult to start. It's a relatively short, two-part job. To help
you out, Area Diesel Service put together some clear instructions below. On the side of the fuel
pump, locate the allen plugâ€”the small, brass plug. Using the 6mm allen wrench, remove the
allen plug. Using the 36mm socket, remove the large black end capâ€”on the engine-side end of
the pump. NOTE: The fuel filter will slide out along with the cap. Pull the old filter and the o-ring
from the cap, properly disposing of both. NOTE: After draining the filter for a full 24 hours, you
can place it in a lidded coffee can or leak-proof plastic bag to safely take it to a recycling center
that accepts scrap metal. Install the new primary fuel filter into the cap. Note: Once seated
properly in the cap, the new filter will snap into place. Install the supplied o-ring into position on
the end cap. Insert the new filter and cap section into the fuel pump, using the 36 mm socket to
tighten the cap securely to 19lb. Being mindful not to over tighten or cross thread it, reinstall
the allen plugâ€”the brass plug removed during step 2 above. Remove the fuel filter from the
housing and the o-ring from the lid. Using the turkey baster, drain the excess fuel from the
housing. NOTE: Again, remember to properly dispose of the fuel. Insert the new secondary filter
into the housing. Install the new o-ring onto the lid. To prime the fuel system and bleed out any
air, turn the ignition to the Run position three separate timesâ€”for 30 seconds each time.
Failure to properly prime the fuel system after installing new filters can damage the fuel
injectors. That damage may be difficult to detect, as injectors can still run for a short period
after damage occurs. Let's keep that Powerstroke diesel engine running right! Good luck. Share
on Twitter Share on Facebook. We have lots more on the site to show you. You've only seen
one page. Check out this post which is one of the most popular of all time. Are you getting
lousy gas mileage? Are you worried that you filled up with some less than optimal fuel? Getting
weak fuel economy and slow acceleration are some of the worst concerns for every Ford F
owner. No one wants to be paying more for their fuel or feeling less power in their truck!
Luckily, there is an easy to do-it-yourself solution available for even the most novice truck
owner which involves you having to replace the fuel filter on your Ford F How can you replace
the fuel filter of a Ford F? All of this stuff can be bought on Amazon. Some safety materials that
you may also need are a catch tray for any fuel that may come out when you remove the filter,
eye protection, and towels. Handy Hint: Never work on a hot engine when replacing a fuel filter!
Never smoke while working around the fuel system and filter! The first step to removing the fuel
filter of a Ford F is to reduce the pressure from the fuel system. Reducing pressure from the fuel
system lines will allow you to work with the system and remove the old filter efficiently. The first
thing you have to do is locate the filter can. Make sure to take note of which way the filter is
facing. The flow arrow and flow of the fuel should be going towards the front of the truck. Also,
the fuel line connector has teeth that you will be releasing when you remove the old filter and
tightening when you install the new filter. Before you start to install the new F fuel filter, remove
any plastic pieces from the filter and throw them away. Locate the flow arrows on the filter, and
we are ready to install your new filter! Restarting the engine will have some roughness. This will
only happen at first and should not last for much longer than several seconds. The rough

running should only be for a few moments as the fuel line clears the air out. The engine should
start right up and run clean after that. Again, take another moment to get out of the truck and
visually check the fuel line for leaks. Follow these steps slowly to make sure you restart your
truck correctly! Reading blogs like these mean that you understand how important it can be to
take care of your vehicle. It is difficult to find engine problems before they cost you lots of
money. But researching is handy so that you can see the signs of coming failure in your F and
catch them before they cost you 1st born child to fix at the mechanic. The most common failure
in fuel filters is clogging. It happens to all fuel filters at some point during their lifespan and can
lead to poor vehicle performance. The average driver should be able to get the lifetime warranty
out of a fuel filter. But, in the next section, we will detail some actions that truck drivers may be
doing that cause these types of problems earlier than they should be. The following are some
warning signs to look out for before the performance of your truck gets genuinely horrid.
According to fuely. That means, if you are seeing a lower mpg number on your truck or are
noticing that you have to fill up more times a month, it may be time to change the fuel filter on
your F Low MPG in a truck can eat into your wallet and smart truck owners should do
everything they can to make sure they are getting the best MPG that their truck can offer them.
If your truck is having trouble starting, or even having difficulty accelerating from a stop, these
are significant issues. Issues such as these could mean that you should replace your fuel filter,
ASAP! In the beginning of a clogged filter, this may just look like a loss of power when going up
steep inclines or hauling. But, if the clogging gets worse and is left alone this problem can lead
to uneven idling, sputtering out, or even stalling the engine. Your F should be a powerful beast
of a truck that is capable of hauling and working hard. So, if you are feeling a lack of power
behind the accelerator, this is a problem that you will want to take care of right away! Handy
Hint: Here are some common reasons and fixes why your Ford F starts to shudder and shake
when accelerating. Lack of power in your F truck can be especially noticeable at times. If you
are going uphill or heading up onto a freeway and it is taking longer to get to full speed is a bad
sign. Also, a lack of power is more noticeable when you are hauling something or pulling weight
as the fuel pump will be working overtime. Your truck may be on its way to sputtering and
possibly stalling. Replace that fuel filter before it ruins your fuel pump and maybe even your
spark plugs. Your wallet will thank you for it! Everyone hates it. That little light that means your
truck has a trip to the mechanic planned shortly. If your truck fuel filter is clogged, there may be
misfires in the cylinders of the engine. The managing computer of the engine will read
inconsistent fuel pressure and these misfires in the cylinders. Misfires are usually the cause of
the check engine light coming on. Although you can replace the F fuel filters yourself, you will
need to take your truck into a mechanic to have the computer reset to turn the light off. Most Fs
in recent years have manuals that say to replace the fuel filter every 30k miles. However,
changing your fuel filter a preventative replacement. In other words, if you are experiencing any
of these problems, either go to a mechanic or try to replace your fuel filter yourself. There are
specific tips and tricks to remember that can help you to give you fuel filter and even the fuel
pump on your truck more life and to save you some money. Whether it is the way that you drive,
how often you fill your tank, how long you have had your car or other factors, there are tips to
help you to keep your fuel filter and fuel pump going strong. Secondly, your fuel lines and the
filter can fill with the silt that may have been sitting at the bottom of your fuel tank. The fuel filter
is an essential part of keeping the fuel system clean and functioning correctly. A steel line runs
from the fuel tank under the truck up to the engine where fuel injects into the cylinders. The fuel
pump is what brings the fuel past the filter at pressure and into the engine. If the filter is getting
sediment in it or other dirt from the fuel it may become clogged. A dirty or clogged filter means
that the pump will have to work harder to pull the fuel into the engine and may function an
already old pump until it dies. Mechanics will routinely run several tests on your F while it is in
the shop getting other work done. A fuel filter test that checks for clogging can help to find out
the life expectancy of your filter. The best way to figure out is a fuel filter is terrible on your Ford
F is to perform a pressure test near the fuel injectors that are right by the fuel rail. The reading
of the pounds per square inch psi is how mechanics can find out if the filter is clogged or not.
The psi reading picks up after fuel has gone through the filter, and if it is much lower than the
standard psi of an F, then this can mean that there is lousy clogging. Right now, Autozone has
the best selection, but other smaller retailers have the best prices. If you use a store like
Autozone you can search for your year F part and then find it cheaper on another site. The filter
size will obviously give you longer use time on your truck. But there are usually only a few
options with the most expensive usually from brand name filters like Fram. In the end, choose
the filter that will fit on your truck and take the time to install it carefully for the best results. The
F is one of the most powerful trucks on the road. If you can follow the instructions and gently
remove the old fuel filter to install a new one, it will be worth it. In order to fully get the best out

of your powerful F, replacing a fuel filter that may be clo
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gged is one of the easier options for car care that can make a big impact on performance. After
replacing the clogged filter, you may immediately experience acceleration getting better with
MPG edging up, as well. Take care of fuel lines and they can last the lifetime of the truck. But, let
them get all gunky with continual bad driving habits like driving to the bottom of the gas tank all
the time , you may find that they too need to be replaced. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup
enthusiast. I started this website in in order to share all my projects and custom mod tips that
I've done with my own Ford F The new Land Rover navigation update is out now. The links
below will take you through to the lowest possible prices and best deals on official GPS maps.
To see the latest prices, click the link On this page you can find links which take you through to
the lowest possible prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before
you go, check this out! Continue Reading.

